Toby's Story

_A Dog's Purpose Puppy Tale_

W. Bruce Cameron

A new standalone story in the bestselling A Dog’s Purpose Puppy Tales middle grade series by W. Bruce Cameron!

Every dog has work to do. Every dog has a purpose.

Toby is a beagle who doesn’t seem to have a purpose. While all of his littermates are adopted right away, Toby is left behind because he's not as energetic as they are. But because he is so quiet, he is adopted by a girl named Mona and her mother, who works at a nursing home. As Toby comforts the residents of the home, he discovers that his purpose may be the most important of all!

W. BRUCE CAMERON is the _New York Times_ bestselling author of _A Dog's Purpose, A Dog's Journey, A Dog's Way Home_, and the young reader novels _Ellie's Story, Bailey's Story, Molly's Story, Max's Story, and Shelby's Story_. He lives in California.

brucecameron.com,facebook.com/Adogspurpose, on Instagram @adogspurpose.com
MARKETING

Plans:
- Prepublication buzz campaign, including trade and consumer advertising
- Major ARC distribution
- Author Appearances
- National print and online advertising campaign targeting young readers, parents, educators, and dog enthusiasts
- Digital publicity campaign to include outreach to general interest, parenting, and pet related sites
- Cross-promote with author’s extensive Facebook fan base
- Featured in “Dog Days of Summer” digital campaign across Forge’s online platforms
- Extensive school a...

PRAISE

“Middle grade students who love animals will enjoy Bailey’s character.... Readers will laugh out loud at his antics and feel tears in their eyes.... Overall, this is a very heartwarming story.” —VOYA on Bailey’s Story

“Ellie’s view of the world is spot-on, feeling just like the thoughts dogs must have.... A satisfying and illuminating tale.” —Kirkus Reviews on Ellie’s Story

"Ellie's Story is heartwarming and suspenseful.... A fine read for young animal lovers." —School Library Journal on Ellie's Story

JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS / DOGS

Starscape | 5/7/2019
Hardcover with dust jacket | 192 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
15 b/w illustrations

Other Available Formats:

ALSO AVAILABLE

Bailey’s Story: A Dog’s Purpose Puppy Tale
10/2019 | 9780765388414

Molly’s Story: A Dog’s Purpose Puppy Tale
5/2019 | 9780765394941

Ellie’s Story: A Dog’s Purpose Puppy Tale
11/2018 | 9780765374707
Molly's Story

A Dog's Purpose Puppy Tale

W. Bruce Cameron

Now in paperback—the heartwarming tale of a dog and her girl inspired by A Dog's Journey, soon to be a major motion picture!

Every dog has work to do. Every dog has a purpose.

Molly knows that her purpose is to take care of her girl, C.J., but that won’t be easy. Neglected by her mother, Gloria, who won’t allow her to have a dog, C.J. is going through some tough times. Molly’s job is to stay hidden in C.J.’s room, cuddle up to her at night, and protect her from bad people. And no matter what Gloria does to separate them, nothing will keep Molly away from the girl that she loves.

W. BRUCE CAMERON is the New York Times bestselling author of A Dog’s Purpose, A Dog’s Journey, A Dog’s Way Home, and the young reader novels Ellie's Story, Bailey's Story, Molly's Story, Max's Story, and Shelby's Story. He lives in California.
brucecameron.com, facebook.com/Adogspurpose, on Instagram @adogspurpose.com
PRAISE

“Middle-grade students who love animals will enjoy Bailey’s character.... Readers will laugh out loud at his antics and feel tears in their eyes.... Overall, this is a very heartwarming story.” —VOYA on Bailey’s Story: A Dog’s Purpose Novel

“Ellie's view of the world is spot-on, feeling just like the thoughts dogs must have.... A satisfying and illuminating tale.” —Kirkus Reviews on Ellie’s Story: A Dog's Purpose Novel
Anger Is a Gift

A Novel

Mark Oshiro

The trade paperback edition of the highly buzzed about YA debut from Mark Oshiro, following a boy from Oakland as he falls in love amidst the chaos of modern America

A socially conscious coming of age love story from internet sensation Mark Oshiro, Anger is a Gift testifies to the vulnerability and resilience of a community facing injustice while still managing to hold hope for a better tomorrow.

Moss Jeffries, a young teen in Oakland, is the hero of this energizing, emotionally powerful contemporary YA debut about the modern teenage experience. Join Moss as he fights to survive the systemic effects of institutionalized racism, falls in love and explores his orientation, all the while hoping to protect his friends and family amidst the struggles of the modern-day civil rights movement.

“Part sweet love story, part social justice commentary, this title begs to be read. Give this to fans of Angie Thomas’s The Hate U Give.”—School Library Journal, starred review

MARKETING

Plans:
- National print and online advertising campaign
- New in paperback coverage
- Promotional giveaways for events and conferences
- Major social media campaign with book trailer and author videos
- Digital campaign to include quote cards, bookstagram outreach, and promoted posts
- Extensive education marketing campaign

PRAISE

"[A] beautiful and brutal debut."—Adam Silvera, New York Times bestselling author of They Both Die at the End

"Raw, unflinching, and full of heart. Anger is a Gift is a masterpiece." —Marieke Nijkamp, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Before I Let Go

"Anger Is a Gift, and so is Oshiro's arresting, nuanced work."—Shelf Awareness, starred review

"Hella precious, hella dope."—Kirkus, starred review

MARK OSHIRO is the Hugo-nominated writer of the online Mark Does Stuff universe (Mark Reads and Mark Watches), where he analyzes book and TV series. He was the nonfiction editor of Queers Destroy Science Fiction! and the co-editor of Speculative Fiction 2015, and is the President of the Con or Bust Board of Directors. When not writing/recording reviews or editing, Oshiro engages in social activism online and offline. Anger Is a Gift is his debut YA contemporary fiction novel.
Happily and Madly

Alexis Bass

A mature, twisty, compulsively readable YA suspense for fans of One of Us Is Lying

Maris Brown has been told two things about her destiny:

1. She will fall happily and madly in love.
2. She could be dead before she turns eighteen.

The summer before that fateful birthday, Maris is in the wealthy beach town of Cross Cove with her estranged father and his new family—and the infamous Duvals. Since the youngest member of the Duval family, Edison, is back from college and back in the arms of Maris’s new stepsister, her summer looks to be a long string of lazy days on the Duval's lush beach.

But Edison is hiding something. And the more Maris learns about him, the more she’s given signs that she should stay as far away from him as possible. As wrong as it is, Maris is drawn to him. Around Edison, she feels truly alive and she's not willing to give that up. Even if it means a collision course with destiny.

PRAISE

"Sexy and surprising, with sinister twists and turns lurking beneath the surface."—Kara Thomas, award-winning author of The Cheerleaders

"Forbidden romance, dark family secrets, twists and turns that will keep you guessing until the very end—get ready to fall madly and deeply for your next favorite YA romantic thriller."—Kim Liggett, author of The Grace Year

"A bold debut that authentically captures the frenzy of love, lust, and senior year of high school!"—Julie Murphy, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Dumplin’, on Love & Other Theories

“Warning: Bass’s debut novel will ignite ALL your feelings!”—Wendy Higgins, New York Times bestseller...

ALEXIS BASS grew up in Washington, went to college in Arizona, and spent her early twenties in Seattle. She currently lives in northern California with her husband and a gorgeous and rambunctious Golden Retriever, Dylan McKay. She loves good fashion and good TV as much as a good book, and is a huge advocate of long beach vacations.
Dark Shores

Danielle L. Jensen

Piracy, blackmail, and meddling gods meet in this thrilling first novel in a commercial, fast-paced new YA fantasy series by Danielle L. Jensen

A PIRATE’S DAUGHTER
Teriana is the daughter of a trading ship captain. Her people have the sea in their bones, their ships are guarded by demigods of the Sea Goddess, and they are the only ones who know how to traverse the never-ending ocean between the East and the West.

A SOLDIER WITH A SECRET
Marcus is the leader of the Thirty-Seventh legion, the notorious army that has led the Celendor Empire to conquer the entire East. The legion is the only family he has, and even they don’t know the secret he’s been hiding since childhood.

A DANGEROUS QUEST
When a tyrannical ruler gains power inCelendor, he kidnaps Teriana’s mother and threatens to reveal Marcus’s deepest secret unless the two of them help him conquer the unknown West. The unwilling pair, distrustful of each other’s motivations, join together for the sake of their families, and must decide how far they are willing to go, and how much of themselves they are willing to sacrifice.

PRAISE
“Richly-woven, evocative, and absolutely impossible to put down—I was hooked from the first lines! Dark Shores has everything I look for in a fantasy novel: fresh, unique settings, a cast of complex and diverse characters, and an unflinching boldness with the nuanced world-building. I loved every word.” —Sarah J. Maas, #1 New York Times bestselling author

"The book grabs readers from the beginning with its stellar worldbuilding and multidimensional characters, and the mythical elements are truly believable within the constructs of the story. The perspective shifts between the viewpoints of Teriana and Marcus from chapter to chapter, offering re...
Rage

A Stormheart Novel

Cora Carmack

New York Times bestselling author Cora Carmack's young adult debut series: the second in a captivating new YA fantasy/romance series perfect for fans of Victoria Aveyard

Princess or adventurer.

Duty or freedom.

Her Kingdom or the Stormhunter she loves.

If Aurora knows anything, it's that choices have consequences. To set things right, she joins a growing revolution on the streets of Pavan.

In disguise as the rebel Roar, she puts her knowledge of the palace to use to aid the rebellion. But the Rage season is at its peak and not a day passes without the skies raining down destruction. Yet these storms are different—they churn with darkness, and attack with a will that’s desperate and violent.

This feels like more than rage.

It feels like war.

PRAISE

Praise for Roar

“A rich and unforgettable fantasy.”—Kami Garcia, #1 New York Times bestselling author

“Carmack shines with this unique fantasy and alluring romance.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout

“Captivating and altogether unique. Roar is a force of magic and romance to be reckoned with!”—Wendy Higgins, New York Times bestselling author

“Bright, electric, and imaginative with crackling tension and thrilling twists that left me ravenous for more.”—Vilma Gonzalez, reviewer for USA Today

CORA CARMACK has done a multitude of things in her life—boring jobs (retail), fun jobs (theater), stressful jobs (teaching), and dream jobs (writing). Raised in a small Texas town, she now lives in New York City and Texas, and spends her time writing, traveling, and marathoning various television shows on Netflix. Her first book, Losing It, was a New York Times and USA Today bestseller, and her subsequent books were also hits.
Five Midnights

Ann Dávila Cardinal

A “wickedly thrilling” (William Alexander) murder mystery based on the Caribbean boogeyman myth set against the backdrop of modern day Puerto Rico.

Five friends cursed
Five deadly fates
Five nights of retribución

If Lupe Dávila and Javier Utierre can survive each other’s company, together they can solve a series of grisly murders sweeping though Puerto Rico. But the clues lead them out of the real world and into the realm of myths and legends. And if they want to catch the killer, they’ll have to step into the shadows to see what's lurking there— murderer, or monster?

PRAISE


“Between the threat of an enigmatic monster and an escalating murder mystery, Five Midnights is a novel that kept me up late. As much as it is a frightening, fast-paced thriller, it's also a love story. Lupe and Javier are characters I rooted for, at every dark twist and chilling turn.” —Julianna Baggott, Alex Award-winning author of Pure

Ann Dávila Cardinal is a novelist and Director of Recruitment for Vermont College of Fine Arts (VCFA) where she also earned her MFA in Writing. She comes from a long line of Puerto Rican writers, including poets Virgilio and José Antonio Dávila, and her cousin, award-winning fiction writer Tere Dávila. Ann lives in Vermont with her husband Doug where she needle felts small reading creatures, and bikes four seasons a year. Five Midnights is her first solo novel.
Dive Smack

Demetra Brodsky

Riverdale meets Mara Dyer in this twisty, psychological YA thriller that will appeal to fans of Michelle Hodkin, Kara Thomas and Barry Lyga

Theo Mackey only remembers one thing for certain about the fire that destroyed his home: he lit the match.

Sure, it was an accident. But the blaze killed his mom and set his dad on a path to self-destruction. Everything else about that fateful night is full of gaping holes in Theo’s mind, for good reason. Maybe it’s better that way. As captain of the Ellis Hollow Diving Team, with straight A’s and solid friends, he’s only one semester away from securing a scholarship, and leaving his past behind.

But when a family history project gets assigned at school, new memories come rushing to the surface, memories that make him question what he really knows about his family, the night of the fire, and if he can trust anyone—including himself.

PRAISE

“Combines an engaging school story, filled with best friend shenanigans, first love, and a fascinating look at competitive diving, with a tense psychological mystery.” —Booklist

“In an impressive debut, Brodsky injects her teen drama with ambiguity, and a subtle hint of paranormal phenomena, leaving readers to guess at what’s really going on. Strong characters and a compelling mystery make this a real page-turner.” —Publishers Weekly

“The story combines intriguing elements, so that just when readers may think it is headed in one direction, it shifts or pulls from a new genre . . . Readers looking for a psychological thrill...

Demetra Brodsky is an award-winning art director and designer turned writer. She has a B.F.A. from the Massachusetts College of Art and Design and lives in Southern California with her family of four and two lovable rescue dogs. This novel is dedicated to the Monarch Butterfly she once saved from the brink of death.
Guardian

Book 3 in the Steeplejack series

A. J. Hartley

Anglet Sutonga must save a city pushed to the brink in Hartley's pulse-pounding fantasy mystery series that Cory Doctorow praises for its "richly realized world"

The city of Bar-Seleh is tossed into a whirlwind of scandal when the prime minister is found dead on the floors of Parliament: and Anglet Sutonga's friend and employer, Josiah Willinghouse, is the one holding the knife.

Determined to prove his innocence, Ang investigates leads throughout the city, only to discover even more chaos wherever she goes. A mysterious but fatal illness is infecting the poor. A fanatical politician seizes power, and rolls out his plans to make Bar-Seleh great again.

Amidst these surrounding dangers, Anglet Sutonga must gather her friends from places high and low to form a resistance... and, hopefully, protect everything she knows and loves.

PRAISE

For the Steeplejack series

“Richly-drawn and diverse cast of characters, with an unstoppable plot!” —Carrie Ryan, New York Times bestselling author

“Teens and adults will love this book and want more, more, more!” —Jonathan Maberry, New York Times bestselling author

“Enough twists and surprises to keep the pages turning long into the night.” —R. L. Stine

“Masterfully written...Sherlock Holmes, Oliver Twist, and Indiana Jones rolled into one.” —Lissa Price, internationally bestselling author of Starters and Enders

“An unforgettable page-turner built on surprises and full of potential.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review

A. J. HARTLEY is the international bestselling author of a dozen novels including the Thriller Award-winning Steeplejack series, the Darwen Arkwright series, and mystery-thrillers for adults. He is UNC Charlotte's Robinson Professor of Shakespeare. ajhartley.net

Twitter: @authorajhartley
Heartwood Box

Ann Aguirre

A dark, romantic YA suspense novel with an SF edge and plenty of drama, layering the secrets we keep and how appearances can deceive, from the New York Times bestselling author

In this tiny, terrifying town, the lost are never found.

When Araceli Flores Harper is sent to live with her great-aunt Ottilie in her ramshackle Victorian home, the plan is simple. She'll buckle down and get ready for college. Life won't be exciting, but she'll cope, right?

Wrong. From the start, things are very, very wrong. Her great-aunt still leaves food for the husband who went missing twenty years ago, and local businesses are plastered with MISSING posters. There are unexplained lights in the woods and a mysterious lab just beyond the city limits that the locals don't talk about. Ever. When she starts receiving mysterious letters that seem to be coming from the past, she suspects someone of pranking her or trying to drive her out of her mind.

To solve these riddles and bring the lost home again, Araceli must delve into a truly diabolical conspiracy, but some secrets fight to stay buried...

PRAISE

Praise for Like Never and Always

Selected as one of Teen Vogue's “YA Books to Read Before Summer Ends”

“An intense, emotional, compelling read that deals beautifully with the effects of trauma and recovery. This book gave me all the tears and hearts and hope I needed.”—Kate Elliot, NYT bestselling author of the Court of Fives series

“This is a dark, romantic young adult suspense novel. [A] perfect page-turning read for fans of thrillers and suspense stories peppered with romance and a dash of science fiction.”—VOYA

ANN AGUIRRE is a New York Times & USA Today bestselling author and RITA winner with a degree in English Literature. She lives in sunny Mexico with her husband, children, and various pets. She likes books, emo music, and action movies. She writes all kinds of genre fiction for adults and teens.

Like Never and Always

Ann Aguirre

A dark, romantic YA Suspense edged in SF and with plenty of angst, layering the secrets we keep and how well we truly know the ones we love best.

Liv Burnham thinks nobody knows Morgan Frost like she does, but a terrible accident pushes her down the rabbit hole where Morgan's secrets hide and she'll be lucky to make it out alive...

On a hot summer night, Liv, Morgan, Clay and Nathan are on the way home from a party in Clay's convertible. Best friends dating brothers? It doesn't get better than that. But the joyride ends in sudden impact, a screech of brakes, and shattering glass. On that lonely country road, four lives change forever.

Liv wakes in the hospital. At first she's confused when they call her Morgan, but she assumes it's a case of mistaken identity. Yet when the bandages come off, it's not her face in the mirror anymore. It's Morgan's.

Morgan always seemed to have the perfect life. But as Liv tries to fit herself into Morgan's world, she discovers endlessly disturbing secrets of the criminal and murderous variety and a dark task to finish... if she doesn't lose her mind first.

Forced to confront the disturbing truths that Morgan kept hidden in life, Liv must navigate a world of long-buried murder, a dangerous love affair—and a romance that feels like a betrayal.

PRAISE

Selected as one of Teen Vogue's "YA Books to Read Before Summer Ends"

"An intense, emotional, compelling read that deals beautifully with the effects of trauma and recovery. This book gave me all the tears and hearts and hope I needed."—Kate Elliot, NYT bestselling author of the Court of Fives series

"[A] perfect page-turning read for fans of thrillers and suspense stories peppered with romance and a dash of science fiction."—VOYA

ANN AGUIRRE is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author and RTA winner with a degree in English literature. She lives in sunny Mexico with her husband, children, and various pets. She likes books, emo music, and action movies. She writes all kinds of genre fiction for adults and teens.

www.annaguirre.com. Twitter: @MsAnnAguirre
Emperor of the Universe

David Lubar


When seventh grader Nicholas V. Landrew, his beloved pet gerbil Henrietta, and a package of ground beef are beamed aboard an alien space ship, they soon find themselves on the run in a madcap chase across the universe.

All Nicholas wants to do is get back home before his parents find out and ground him forever, but with the Universal Police hot on his trail, that won’t be easy. Before it’s all over, Henrietta will find herself safely ensconced back in her cage, Nicholas will be crowned Emperor of the Universe, and something even more surprising will happen to the package of ground beef.

**PRAISE**

"This book is ridiculous! Ridiculous crazy fun ... and deep truth." —Jon Scieszka, bestselling author of the Time Warp Trio series

"What do you get when you combine a 7th grader, a gerbil, a package of ground beef, and an alien space ship on a chase across the universe? David Lubar’s latest masterpiece, of course!" —Dan Gutman, bestselling author of the My Weird School series

"David Lubar’s *Emperor of the Universe* is *The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy* for middle school!" —Alan Gratz, bestselling author of *Refugee*

Ever since DAVID LUBAR was little, he has traveled to alien planets, fantasy realms, and Earthly wonders by means of books. He’s thrilled he can help launch others on this journey through his own novels and short stories. In the past 25 years, he’s written fifty books for young readers, including *Hidden Talents* (an ALA Best Book for Young Adults), *My Rotten Life*, which is currently under development for a cartoon series, and the Weenies Tales short story collections, which have sold more than 2....
In the Woods
Carrie Jones and Steven E. Wedel

New York Times bestselling author Carrie Jones teams up with acclaimed cowriter Steven Wedel in this supernatural mystery

It should have been just another quiet night on the farm when Logan witnessed the attack, but it wasn’t.

Something is in the woods. Something unexplainable. Something deadly.

Hundreds of miles away, Chrystal’s plans for summer in Manhattan are abruptly upended when her dad reads tabloid coverage of some kind of grisly incident in Oklahoma. When they arrive to investigate, they find a witness: a surprisingly good-looking farm boy.

As townsfolk start disappearing and the attacks get ever closer, Logan and Chrystal will have to find out the truth about whatever’s hiding in the woods…before they become targets themselves.

PRAISE

Praise for Flying

"Complex and nuanced while maintaining a lighthearted, tongue-in-cheek vibe." —Publishers Weekly

"This quick, lighthearted romp is a perfect choice for readers who like their romance served with a side of alien butt-kicking action."—School Library Journal

"Funny and fast-moving, with a compelling setup for potential sequels."—Kirkus Reviews

CARRIE JONES is the New York Times bestselling author of the Need series, Flying, and other books for teens. She is a distinguished alum of Vermont College's MFA Program and a volunteer firefighter in Maine.www.carriejonesbooks.com

STEVEN E. WEDEL is a high school English teacher, and lives with his wife and children in Oklahoma. He is the author, with Carrie Jones, of After Obsession. www.stevenewedel.com
The Unfortunates
Kim Liggett

A standalone psychological thriller perfect for fans of Gretchen McNeil and Becca Fitzpatrick

When seventeen-year-old senator's son Grant Tavish is involved in a fatal accident, all he wants to do is face the consequences of what he's done. But those consequences never come, even if headlines of "affluenza" do. The truth soon becomes clear: due to his father's connections, Grant is going to get away with murder.

As a family tradition approaches, a cave excursion on the Appalachian Trail, Grant seizes the opportunity to take justice into his own hands by staging an accident and never coming back. But before he has a chance to enact his plans, the cave system collapses, trapping him miles beneath the surface with four other teens from much less fortunate circumstances. As they struggle to survive, they share their innermost secrets and fears, and just when it seems they might be on track to finding a way out, they realize...

There's something else down there.

And it's hunting them.

PRAISE
"A mind-bending thriller you'll want to devour in one setting and immediately talk about with a friend. Read with the lights on." —Kara Thomas, author of Little Monsters

"Haunting and heartbreakingly revealing--this is a book everyone is going to be talking about."—Jasmine Warga, author of Here We Are Now

“Taut, surprising and Kim-Liggett-style creepy, The Unfortunates is a gripping journey both physical and psychological.”—Kelly Loy Gilbert, author of Conviction

At sixteen, Kim Liggett left her rural midwestern town for New York City to pursue a career in music. Along with lending her voice to hundreds of studio recordings, she was a backup singer for some of the biggest rock bands in the 80s. She is the author of Blood and Salt, Heart of Ash, and The Last Harvest, winner of the 2017 Bram Stoker Award.
Bright Star

Erin Swan

A gripping YA high fantasy adventure from debut author and self-pub success story, Erin Swan

No one remembers how the war between humans and elves began, but the bloodshed has torn the land of Paerolia apart for nearly five hundred years. Half-human, half-elf, Andra has been rejected for her blood her entire life. A traumatic experience in her childhood left her mute and subdued, a servant in the Chief Judge’s manor. But when an assassination team, led by the secretive and alluring Kael, infiltrates the manor and makes a quick escape, she takes her chance and flees with them.

Andra is thrust into the ranks of a secret rebellion—a group of outcasts and believers seeking to overthrow the Chief Judge and replace the corrupt government with new members, ones who will restore and preserve the land they love. Now, the girl who was once an outcast must somehow become the leader Paerolia needs. But she is stronger than she believes—and she may just be the one to lead them all to victory.

ERIN SWAN was born in a small farm town in Oregon, and spent her childhood on United States Air Force bases around the country. A graduate of Brigham Young University, Erin lives with her husband in Utah, where she works as a marketing copywriter and a novelist.

MARKETING

Plans:
- Prepublication trade and consumer campaign
- National consumer advertising across multiple platforms
- Digital publicity campaign to include podcasts, reviews, giveaways
- BookTuber & Bookstagrammer outreach
- Digital promotion across Tor Teen’s major online platforms
- Extensive education and library marketing, including galley distribution, conference promotions, and major trade advertising
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